
 

Unit 1: Me, My Family and My Friends 

Content Area:Social Studies (Focus on Civics, Government and Human Rights & Citizenship) 

Grade Level: Kindergarten 

Unit Summary: 

In this first Unit, Students will explore things that make them special in the world and celebrate the things that make 
us all special and unique.  Students will share what their family looks  like and, again, see  that not everyone has the 
same kind of family but that everyone’s family is special.  Then Unit will end with a look at making friends and getting 
along with others.  We will view our classroom as a special kind of family and discover ways to interact positively with 
each other.  

Recommended Pacing: 

4-6 weeks 

State Standards Addressed: 

6.1.4.A.3 Determine how “fairness,” “equality,” and the “common good” have influenced new laws and policies over 
time at the local and national levels of United States government. 

6.1.4. D.19  Explain how experiences and events may be interpreted differently by people with different cultural or 
individual perspectives. 

6.1.4. D.20 Describe why it is important to understand the perspectives of other cultures in an interconnected world. 

6.3.4.A.1 Determine what makes a good rule or law and apply this understanding to rules and laws in your 
school or community (e.g., bike helmet, recycling). 

SL.K.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about kindergarten topics and texts 
with peers and adults in small and larger groups. 

SL.K.2. Confirm understanding of a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media by asking 
and answering questions about key details and requesting clarification if something is not understood. 

SL.K.4. Describe familiar people, places, things, and events and, with prompting and support, provide additional detail. 

SL.K.5. Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired to provide additional detail. 

SL.K.6. Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly. 

W.K.2. Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose informative/explanatory texts in which they 
name what they are writing about and supply some information about the topic. 

W.K.8. With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information from 
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provided sources to answer a question. 

RL.K.10. Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding. 

Technology Standards and 21st Century Practices 

8.2.2.A.5 Collaborate to design a solution to a problem affecting the community. 

8.2.2.C.1 Brainstorm ideas on how to solve a problem or build a product 

CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing citizen and employee 

CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason. 

CRP8.  Utilize critical thinking to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.  

Stage 1 - Desired Results 

Transfer 

Students will be able to independently use their learning to… 
Become a successful member of their school community  who recognizes the things that make them and 
others unique and forms positive relationships with others. 

Meaning 

UNDERSTANDINGS 
Students will understand that ... 
Everyone has special talents and traits. 
Everyone has a family that is special.  
People are alike in many ways and different in many ways.  
Listening and talking calmly can help establish friendships and solve problems.  

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
How am I special?  
What makes a good friend?  
How can I be one?  
What part do I play in my classroom and school?  

Acquisition 

Students will know …. 
People are alike and different in many ways.  
People can solve problems together and get along.  

Students will be skilled at ... 
Celebrating what makes them and others special.  
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Making new friends. 
Solving problems with friends. 
Taking responsibility of materials and actions in the classroom and school.  

Stage 2 - Evidence 

PERFORMANCE TASK(S): 
“10 About Me” cross curricular project  
Students will think about things that make them unique and special. Encourage students to brainstorm their 
qualities/characteristics. They should describe physical attributes as well as talents or cultural social groups 
they belong to. Students will use a variety of materials (drawings, photographs and graphics) to create a 
project (collage, poster, book etc) that shows 10 things that make them unique. The students will then have 
the opportunity to share their projects with the class and answer any questions about their project the 
audience may have.  
Answer the following questions about your presentation.  
• How did you present yourself as having positive qualities/characteristics?  
• How does this experience make you think about your own role in your family and in groups?  
• Did you hear a trait or talent that interested you that you may want to learn more about?  

OTHER EVIDENCE: 
Self portrait 
Family portrait 
Interpret emotions from scenarios/photos/videos/stories 
Drawing a friend 
Problem solving through scenarios of conflict 
Development of/create classroom rules for a specific task 
Interactive Student Notebook entries 
Teacher observations and dialogue in classroom discussions. 
Unit assessment 

Stage 3 - Learning Plan 

This Unit utilizes the content of TCi Lessons 1-6 as well as any supplemental materials necessary 
Learning  Activities can include... 
Hook 
Share family pictures/drawings, read aloud about unique traits, baby picture share 
Core Steps 
All about me lessons: likes, dislikes, unique skills, feelings 
*Tasks* Who Am I? book 
All About Family lessons: What does our family look like, who makes up our family,  Traditions and 
celebrations with our family 
*Tasks* Family Book 
All about Friends lessons: Getting along with others: talking, listening, turn taking, making choices. Rules in 
our home, school and town.  Making new friends: introducing ourselves, asking someone to play, sharing, 
being kind.  Solving problems with others: calming down, talking and listening, solving problems, trying a 
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plan, voting. How can I be a good helper at school: taking care of things cleaning up, following directions, 
doing my work. 
*Tasks* Speaking and Listening with Finger Puppets 
Transfer goals:  
Students will reflect periodically how lesson objectives in social studies can be used when making new 
friends on the playground,  solving peer problems in other classes and celebrating other’s unique 
characteristics.  Students may reflect through modeling, role playing, discussions and conferences.  

Core Materials and Resources: 

TCi Social Studies Alive Me and My World  textbook 
TCi Social Studies Alive Me and My World interactive workbook 
Read Aloud texts: 
The Relatives Came Cynthia Rylant 
We are All Alike, We Are All Different by Cheltenham Elementary Kindergartners  
Families Are Different by Nina Pelligrini  
Me and My Family Tree by Joan Sweeney  
Families by Ann Morris  
The Recess Queen by Alexis O’Neill  
King of the Playground 
I Like Me by Nancy Carlson  
Will I Have Friend? Lillian Hoban 
ABC I LIke Me by Nancy Carlson 
I'm Like You, You're Like Me: A Book About Understanding and Appreciating Each Other ByCindy Gainer 

WhoeverYou Are by Mem Fox 
A Rainbow of Friends by P.K. Hallinan 
The Colors of Us by Karen Katz 
What Should Danny Do? By Adir Levy 

Differentiation: 

English Language Learners - 
-Break the directions down into small, simple and direct steps 
-Allow access to new vocabulary words or concepts in native language to help the student relate the 
information and build their background knowledge 
-Extended time for processing, activities, and assessments 
-While thinking about unique and special traits, celebrate the differences that this student may bring to the 
classroom 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Check in with student frequently to ensure understanding 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
 
504 - 
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-While thinking about their unique and special traits, give students examples of physical traits and assist 
them with brainstorming 
-While thinking about their unique and special traits, provide students with specific categories to help them 
categorize their traits (ex., talents, hobbies, things they like/dislike) 
-Limit student to two appropriate and easily accessible choices when using media to create their project 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Break the directions down into small, simple steps 
-Refer to student’s 504 Plan to determine appropriate additional modifications for specific student 
 
Special Education -  
-While thinking about their unique and special traits, give students examples of physical traits and assist 
them with brainstorming 
-While thinking about their unique and special traits, provide students with specific categories to help them 
categorize their traits (ex., talents, hobbies, things they like/dislike) 
-Limit student to two appropriate and easily accessible choices when using media to create their project 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Refer to student’s IEP to determine appropriate additional modifications for specific student 
 
Students At-Risk - 
-While thinking about their unique and special traits, give students examples of physical traits and assist 
them with brainstorming 
-While thinking about their unique and special traits, provide students with specific categories to help them 
categorize their traits (ex., talents, hobbies, things they like/dislike) 
-Limit student to two appropriate and easily accessible choices when using media to create their project 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
 
Gifted and Talented -  
-Provide student with advanced reading materials 
-Help student explore their personal interests and think about how they might relate to the topic 
-Offer many choices for students 
-Give student open ended questions 
-Help students reflect on their own learning 
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Unit 2: Other People in My Life 

Content Area: Social Studies  (focus on Economics & Cultural Diversity) 

Grade Level: Kindergarten 

Unit Summary: 

In this Unit, Students will look at how other cultures celebrate.  We again will notice that while things may seem 
different, there are a lot of things that are the same across cultures.  From this discussion of similarities and 
differences we will talk about needs and wants.  People have the same basic needs of food, shelter, clothing and love. 
People want different things.  We will also explore how people get what they need and want and the role occupations 
and money play.  

Recommended Pacing: 

3-4 weeks 

State Standards Addressed: 

6.1.4.A.1 Explain how rules and laws created by community, state, and national governments protect the rights of 
people, help resolve conflicts, and promote the common good.  

6.1.4.A.14 Describe how the world is divided into many nations that have their own governments, languages, customs 
and laws.  

6.1.4.A.15 Explain how and why it is important that people from diverse cultures collaborate to find solutions to 
community, state, national, and global challenges. 

6.1.4.C.2 Distinguish between needs and wants and explain how scarcity and choice influence decisions made by 
individuals, communities, and nations. 

6.1.4.C.10 Explain the role of money, savings, debt, and investment in individuals’ lives. 

6.1.4.D.15 Explain how various cultural groups have dealt with the conflict between maintaining traditional beliefs and 
practices and adopting new beliefs and practices.  

6.1.4.D.18 Explain how an individual’s beliefs, values, and traditions may reflect more than one culture. 

6.1.4.D.19 Explain how experiences and events may be interpreted differently by people with different cultural or 
individual perspectives. 

6.1.4.D.20 Describe why it is important to understand the perspectives of other cultures in an interconnected world. 

SL.K.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about kindergarten topics and texts with peers 
and adults in small and larger groups. 
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SL.K.2. Confirm understanding of a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media by asking 
and answering questions about key details and requesting clarification if something is not understood. 

SL.K.4. Describe familiar people, places, things, and events and, with prompting and support, provide additional detail. 

SL.K.5. Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired to provide additional detail. 

SL.K.6. Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly. 

W.K.2. Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose informative/explanatory texts in which they 
name what they are writing about and supply some information about the topic. 

W.K.8. With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information from 
provided sources to answer a question. 

RL.K.10. Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding. 

Technology Standards and 21st Century Practices 

8.2.2.A.1 Define products produced as a result of technology or of nature. 

8.2.2.B.1 Identify how technology impacts or improves life. The effects of technology on the environment.  

8.2.2.B.2 Demonstrate how reusing a product affects the local and global environment. The role of society in the 
development and use of technology.  

8.2.2.B.3 Identify products or systems that are designed to meet human needs. The influence of technology on 
history.  

8.2.2.B.4 Identify how the ways people live and work has changed because of technology. 

8.2.2.C.1 Brainstorm ideas on how to solve a problem or build a product 

CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing citizen and employee 

CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason. 

CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions. 

CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation. 

Stage 1 - Desired Results 

Transfer 

Students will be able to independently use their learning to… 
Understand and respect the similarities and differences in the traditions and celebrations of different 
cultures.  
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Meaning 

UNDERSTANDINGS 
Students will understand that ... 
Other cultures celebrate differently but also with some of the same things 
People everywhere need certain things to live 
Wants are special treats. 
People must make choices about needs and wants. 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
How do people celebrate? 
How do I show respect for others? 
Do we all have the same needs and wants?  

Acquisition 

Students will know …. 
How different cultures celebrate special days. 
Celebrations across cultures share similarities. 
Humans have basic needs and wants and must make choices about buying or trading for them.  

Students will be skilled at ... 
Talking about and comparing various celebrations 
Making choices between needs and wants based on their preferences or situations. 

Stage 2 - Evidence 

PERFORMANCE TASK(S): 
Create a new holiday 
We will brainstorm reasons why holidays and celebrations exist.  Students will work individually or in pairs 
to create a new holiday or celebration.  
Projects should include the following:  

● Name of holiday/celebration 
● Importance of the holiday/celebration 
● A Tradition or how the day will be celebrated 
1. Poster/Banner-  Students will create a piece to explain the new holiday/celebration using a variety of 

classroom materials. Students will share their poster/banner with the class.  
2. Song or Poem- Students will create a song or poem about the new holiday that includes information 

about ways to celebrate. Students will present their song/poem to the class.  
3. Scene- Students will act out a scene of people celebrating this new holiday, they may include props 

and costumes.  Students will present  the scene to the class.  
Students will answer the following questions about their project:  

● Why did you select this topic?  
● Do you think people of all ages would participate in this holiday/celebration? 
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OTHER EVIDENCE: 
Teach or share about various traditions celebrated or researched  (passport, portfolio, craftivities, 
presentations, etc.) this can include greetings in other languages.  
Needs/wants sort activity 
Given a set amount of “money” to spend, justify what they would purchase and why. (Drawing/explanation) 
Interactive Student Notebook 
Class participation 
Assessments (formal and informal) 
 

Stage 3 - Learning Plan 

This Unit uses lessons 9 & 10 in the TCi manual as well as the last section in the book called “I can Learn 
About my World” as well as any additional resources that the teacher needs to meet the standards and unit 
objectives.  
Learning  Activities can include... 
Hook 
Speak a greeting in a foreign language, play music from another culture, share a read aloud from another 
culture, dress in a traditional way.  
Core Steps 
How do people live around the world lessons: name places they know around the world, share greetings 
from around the world, compare how people learn, play, eat.  Listen to music from around the world.  
*Tasks* Hopscotch, Song: Hello,Hola, Konichiwa,Marhaba, chopsticks activities, Music around the world: 
making maracas.  
Discover our families history. Compare laws (driving on opposite sides of the road), compare past to now 
(birthdays/schools/technology)  
What do people need and want lessons: discover basic needs & compare to wants, making choices about 
needs and wants. How we get the things we need. 
*Tasks* Meeting needs/wants  in other places 
Transfer goals:  
Students will reflect periodically how lesson objectives in social studies can be used when visiting others 
during a time of celebration that is different from one's own culture, understanding that others may not 
have all the material objects  that we do or may have more.  Students may reflect through modeling,role 
playing, discussions and conferences.  

Core Materials and Resources: 

TCi Social Studies Alive Me and My World  textbook 
TCi Social Studies Alive Me and My World interactive workbook 
Read Aloud texts: 
My Two Holidays: A Hanukkah and Christmas Story  Danielle Novak 
Strictly No Elephants Lisa Mantchev 
Full, full, Full of Love Trish Cooke 
The Wheels on the Tuk Tuk Kabir Sehgal 
Lilu’s Rangoli Devika Jogleka 
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Lilu’a Lantern Devika Jogeleka 
Lot’s of Lights Kavita Sahai 
Lilu Make Laddos Devika Jogleka 
Holidays Around the World: Celebrate Chinese New Year :With Fireworks, Dragons and Lanterns Carolyn 
Otto 
Holidays Around the World: Celebrate Cinco de Mayo: with Fiestas, Music, and Dance Carolyn Otto 
Holidays Around the World: Celebrate Diwali: with Sweets, Lights and FIreworks  Deborah Heiligman 
Lily Learns about Wants and Needs Lisa Bullard and Christine M. Schneider 
Need It or Want It?  Colleen Hord 
Those Shoes  Maribeth Boelts and Noah Z. Jones 
Waiting is Not Easy Mo Willems 
Goods or Services? Ellen Mitten 
Johnny’s Decisions Jeff Felardo 

Differentiation: 

English Language Learners - 
-Break the directions down into small, simple and direct steps 
-Allow access to new vocabulary words or concepts in native language to help the student relate the 
information and build their background knowledge 
-Extended time for processing, activities, and assessments 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Check in with student frequently to ensure understanding 
-While discussing different cultures, allow the student to share personal experiences so that they can make 
connections to the content 
 
504 - 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Break the directions down into small, simple steps 
-Provide structure throughout movement activities, but still giving students a chance to move around often 
-Refer to student’s 504 Plan to determine appropriate additional modifications for specific student 
 
Special Education -  
-Provide structure throughout movement activities, but still giving students a chance to move around often 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Refer to student’s IEP to determine appropriate additional modifications for specific student 
 
Students At-Risk - 
-Provide structure throughout movement activities, but still giving students a chance to move around often 
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-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
 
Gifted and Talented -  
-Provide student with advanced reading materials 
-Help student explore their personal interests and think about how they might relate to the topic 
-Offer many choices for students 
-Give student open ended questions 
-Help students reflect on their own learning 

 

Unit 3: Places in my life 

Content Area: Social Studies (geography and ecology)  

Grade Level: Kindergarten 

Unit Summary: 

In this Unit, Students will explore where they live locally (neighborhood) and branch out to understand general ideas 
of cities, country, state and world.  Students will explore maps and the symbols they might see on a basic map 
including landforms and water bodies. We will look at how places have/use symbols to represent them such as flags, 
statues, buildings and people.   Students will end the Unit by looking at how they can improve their neighborhoods by 
taking care of the physical place as well as being problem solvers in their communities for the good of all people.  

Recommended Pacing: 

4-6 weeks 

State Standards Addressed: 

6.1.4.B.1 Compare and contrast information that can be found on different types of maps and determine how the 
information may be useful. 

6.1.4.B.4 Describe how landforms, climate and weather, and availability of resources have impacted where and how 
people live and work in different regions of New Jersey and the United States. 

6.1.4.B.5 Describe how human interaction impacts the environment in New Jersey and the United States. 

6.1.4.D.17 Explain the role of historical symbols, monuments, and holidays and how they affect the American identity.  

6.1.4.A.10 Describe how the actions of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and other civil rights leaders served as catalysts for 
social change and inspired social activism in subsequent generations. 

6.1.4.A.11 Explain how the fundamental rights of the individual and the common good of the country depend upon all 
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citizens exercising their civic responsibilities at the community, state,national and global levels.  

SL.K.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about kindergarten topics and texts with peers 
and adults in small and larger groups. 

SL.K.2. Confirm understanding of a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media by asking 
and answering questions about key details and requesting clarification if something is not understood. 

SL.K.4. Describe familiar people, places, things, and events and, with prompting and support, provide additional detail. 

SL.K.5. Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired to provide additional detail. 

SL.K.6. Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly. 

W.K.2. Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose informative/explanatory texts in which they 
name what they are writing about and supply some information about the topic. 

W.K.8. With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or gather information from 
provided sources to answer a question. 

RL.K.10. Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding. 

Technology Standards and 21st Century Practices 

8.2.2.A.4 Choose a product to make and plan the tools and materials needed. 

8.2.2.A.5 Collaborate to design a solution to a problem affecting the community. 

8.2.2.B.1 Identify how technology impacts or improves life. The effects of technology on the environment.  

8.2.2.B.2 Demonstrate how reusing a product affects the local and global environment. The role of society in the 
development and use of technology.  

8.2.2.B.3 Identify products or systems that are designed to meet human needs. The influence of technology on 
history.  

8.2.2.B.4 Identify how the ways people live and work has changed because of technology. 

8.2.2.C.1 Brainstorm ideas on how to solve a problem or build a product 

CRP1. Act as a responsible and contributing citizen and employee 

CRP4. Communicate clearly and effectively and with reason. 

CRP5. Consider the environmental, social and economic impacts of decisions. 

CRP6. Demonstrate creativity and innovation. 

Stage 1 - Desired Results 
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Transfer 

Students will be able to independently use their learning to… 
Begin to understand what it means to belong to different communities, from local to global, and the part 
they play in those communities. 

Meaning 

UNDERSTANDINGS 
Students will understand that ... 
They have a special place in the world 
The world is made up of many different places 
There are different landforms and bodies of water 
Maps can be a helpful tool 
Symbols are used to represent places on a map 
People should be responsible citizens in the place they live  

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
Why do we need maps? 
What makes our place in the world  special? 
How can I be a good citizen in my place in the world?  

Acquisition 

Students will know …. 
How to use basic features of a map 
Landforms and water bodies can be shown on maps 
Symbols can represent places 
Ways to be a responsible citizen in their neighborhood.  

Students will be skilled at ... 
Finding land and water on a map. 
Finding items using a map key on a map.  
Problem Solving/brainstorming ideas to solve problems in their neighborhood. 

Stage 2 - Evidence 

PERFORMANCE TASK(S): 
Students will work individually or in pairs to create a flag for our classroom. They will highlight ideas and 
beliefs and use symbols to illustrate them.  Students will use a variety of materials in the classroom to create 
their projects.   Students will present their projects and explain their use of symbols.  Each flag will be 
displayed around the room. The class will vote on a preferred flag and that will become our official class flag. 
Answer the following questions about your presentation.  
• How do you feel about being a member of our classroom?  
• What illustrations, symbols and part do you like the most? Why? 
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• Why would students want to be here in our classroom? 

OTHER EVIDENCE: 
Create a symbol or flag for our classroom.  
Action plan to clean up the neighborhood or solve a problem they see in the neighborhood. 
Map creation task (their room, classroom, playground etc) 
Finding and labeling land and water or other key items on a map 
Following directions to find a mystery location on a map of the school or fictional town. 
Interactive Student Notebook pages 
Class participation 
Assessments (formal and informal) 

Stage 3 - Learning Plan 

This Unit includes lessons 7,8 & 11 in the TCi program as well as any additional resources that the teacher 
needs to meet the standards and unit objectives.  
 
Learning  Activities can include... 
Hook 
Show satellite photos, read aloud, scavenger hunt ( follow directions/clues  in the school to get somewhere)  
Core Steps 
What is in my Neighborhood lessons: explore maps, define neighborhood and things we see in our 
neighborhood. How can we improve our neighborhood. An introduction to Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. stems 
from our discussion of neighborhoods and how people get along.  
*Tasks* build a neighborhood in the classroom 
Where am I in the World lessons:  Define city, state, country, world, land and water.  Define symbols and 
explore symbols of our country and state.  
*Tasks* song with motions 
How Can I help take care of the world lessons:  Discussions on recycling, reducing, reusing materials.  Make 
a plan to help take care of our part of the world.  
*Tasks* where garbage goes, analyzing garbage, reusing, reducing waste 
Transfer goals:  
Students will reflect periodically how lesson objectives in social studies can be used when traveling to new 
places.   Students may reflect through modeling, role playing, discussions and conferences.  
 

Core Materials and Resources: 

TCi Social Studies Alive Me and My World  textbook 
TCi Social Studies Alive Me and My World interactive workbook 
Read Aloud texts: 
Me on the Map Joan Sweeny and Qin Leng 
Follow that Map!: A First Book of Mapping Skills Scott Ritchie 
Where Do I Live?  Neil Chesanow 
How to Make an Apple Pie and See the World  Marjorie Priceman 
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There’s a Map on My Lap!: All ABout Maps Tish Rabe and Aristides Ruiz 
This is How We Do It: One Day in the Lives of Seven Kids From Around the World Matt Lamothe 
Mapping Penny’s World  Loreen Leedy 
Map Keys  Rebecca Olien 
 Pete the Cat and the Treasure Map  James Dean 
U.S. Symbols  Ann-Marie Kishel 
This is Our World: A Story about Taking Care of the Earth Emily DOllinger & Jo Brown 
The Earth Book Todd Parr 
Don’t Throw That Away Lara Beyer 
Not For Me, Please! I Choose to Act Green Maria Godsey 
Earth Day Every Day LIsa Bullad 
The Adventures of a Plastic Bottle  Alison Inches 
Thank you, Earth. April Pulley Sayre 
Peas on Earth Todd H. Doodler 
Here We Are- Notes for Living on Earth Oliver Jeffers 
Her Right Foot Dave Eggers and Shawn Harris 
Is the Bald Eagle Really Bald? Martha E.H. Rustad & Hollie Conger 
Can We RIng the Liberty Bell? Martha E.H. Rustad & Kyle Poling 
Why are There Stripes on the American Flag? Martha E.H. Rustad & Kyle Poling 

Differentiation: 

English Language Learners - 
-Break the directions down into small, simple and direct steps 
-Allow access to new vocabulary words or concepts in native language to help the student relate the 
information and build their background knowledge 
-Extended time for processing, activities, and assessments 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Check in with student frequently to ensure understanding 
-While discussing different cultures, allow the student to share personal experiences so that they can make 
connections to the content 
 
504 - 
-Provide student with chances to move around 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Break the directions down into small, simple steps 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Refer to student’s 504 Plan to determine appropriate additional modifications for specific student 
 
 
 
Special Education -  
-Provide student with chances to move around 
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-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Break the directions down into small, simple steps 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
-Refer to student’s IEP to determine appropriate additional modifications for specific student 
 
Students At-Risk - 
-Provide student with chances to move around 
-Utilize multisensory approaches such as songs, videos, games and pictures to help students reinforce ideas 
-Use pictures associated with vocabulary to help students associate words with pictures 
-Break the directions down into small, simple steps 
-Provide student with sentence starters 
 
Gifted and Talented -  
-Provide student with advanced reading materials 
-Help student explore their personal interests and think about how they might relate to the topic 
-Offer many choices for students 
-Give student open ended questions 
-Help students reflect on their own learning 
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